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To: ednoonan7@gmail.com
One possible theory (hey it's as good as any!):
Weiner may have proof his wife, Huma, is sending top secret information that
she got from Hillary to her Muslim brotherhood family in Saudi Arabia...
which likely cost Americans their lives since the Saudi's are funding Islamic terrorists.
The FBI has seen evidence that is beyond shall we say "earth-shattering" and which
poses an obvious threat to national security. Comey can't look the other way. THe
FBI is on to it. This is huge and has to come out. Comey is now between a rock and a
hard place...therefore he bypasses Obama (that's a big gamble) and begins the public
process to right a wrong (his failure to indict an obviously guilty Hillary) by
announcing this "new" investigation on Friday. I have no doubt Obama is climbing
the walls because we all know he controls the decisions on the FBI investigation of
Hillary and related decisions at the DOJ. As such the evidence that should come out
shortly will mean that Comey will have to prosecute Huma. Huma of course will want
a deal to save herself and will likely implicate Hillary. Hillary will threaten to
implicate Obama behind the scenes to protect herself. What does Obama do? How do
the sycophants protect our bogus POTUS? A crisis of immense proportions will be
developing at a time when the transfer of power is supposed to be taking place.
Comey will have to also prosecute Anthony (Carlos Danger) Weiner for sexting minors
and Weiner in turn could threaten to spill the beans on Comey's shoddy investigation.
More headaches for Comey.
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This perfect storm could actually cause the fall of the Obama administration BEFORE
the term is up. How rich is that? How much information comes out BEFORE Nov. 8 is
critical to deciding who will win the election and how and when the hammer drops
and who it actually drops on. If Trump wins...all hell will break loose. The rats will be
jumping ship.
POSSIBLE RESULTS: I see definitely see prison for Huma for aiding & abetting the
enemy or at least for national security related crimes and of course prison for Carlos
Danger for sexting minors, etc. I also see an indictment of Clinton looming but a likely
scramble by Obama to pardon her in order to save HIS ass. The public outcry
however will be deafening. Obama may also have to pardon some others along the
way like Huma and Mills. Where it goes from there depends on who wins the election
on Nov. 8. Regardless it's not going to be pretty. IMO something big is going to blow
next week. I almost wish I wasn't going to be out of the country. I also wouldn't be
surprised if some player or players in this entire mess leaves the country (Valerie
Jarrett??). I also expect this FBI investigation to branch out big time and ensnare Bill
Clinton and some of the other members of the Clinton crime syndicate. Overall it's
going to be constitutional crisis that will paralyze the country for months.
Any other ideas?
From: ednoonan7@gmail.com
To: Gary Wilmott
It is absolutely clear that the big news
today (that answers your above question)
was that the reason why the FBI Director
reopened the Clinton email case is because
of the new tsunami of stolen emails that
were found on Weiner’s laptop!
We learned today that 650,000 stolen
emails have been found on Clinton’s head
assistant’s (Huma Abedin) pervert exhusband’s laptop. So far America has heard
about the former 33,000+ stolen emails, but this is 20 times that amount.
This means that Hillary has hidden these additional 630,000 emails via her assistant.
Originally townhall.com claimed that the final score of classified emails was that
Hillary's unsecured server held 2,079 classified emails ...
That was in the 33,000 emails that were finally turned over to the FBI so far… But
now it is probably 20 times that amount or 40,000 classified emails that have not
been properly secured. This should bring a death sentence to EVERYONE INVOLVED!
It is very likely all 650,000 stolen emails have found their way to the Muslim
Brotherhood!
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